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ESTIMATION IN S:EMIREOJRSIVE SIMULTANEOUS-EQUATICJ>JS SYSTEMS 
AND 1HE INEFFICIENCY OF IBREE-STAGE LEAST SQUARES* 

By Robert G. Chambers and Richard E. Just 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Dhrymes [2] has investigated the relative efficiency of derived, reduced-

form estimators generated by the various popular methods of structural 

simultaneous-equations estimation. Rothenberg [3] has further obtained the 

Cramer-Rao lower bound on the asymptotic covariance matrix of the estimated 

parameters of both the structural and reduced form in the presence of a prz:m'i 

information and has shown that the three-stage least-squares (3SLS) structur_~l 

~ estimator attains the associated bound. Although not explicitly stated, it is 

also apparent on the basis of his results that the derived, reduced-form para-

meter estimator generated by 3SLS has an asymptotic covariance matrix that at-

tains the corresponding Cramer-Rao lowe.r bound. 

The results developed by Rothenberg, however, apply to the standard 

simultaneous-equations model where the only exact a p1<cri information consists 

of restrictions on the structural parameters and the general relationship be-

tween structural and reduced-form parameters. The present paper is motivated 

by the fact that in many cases, particularly in large econometric models, 

a pr'i,opi information implies that some of the reduced-form parameters are con-

strained. Such is commonly the case in systems that are recursive or block 

recursive. 

This paper shows in the general covariance matrix case that neither 3SLS 

structural estimators nor 3SLS derived• reduced-form Ec~st imntors attain their re·-

spective Cramer-Rao lower bounds if there exist constraints on the reduced-form 
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parameters. Furthermore, it is found that the Zellner seemingly unrelated re-

gression (SUR) direct estimator of reduced-form equations, while not attaining 

the Cramer-Rao lower bound, is not inefficient relative to the 3SLS derived, 

reduced-form estimator. Because of the convenience of the latter method, 

several additional results relating to SUR reduced-form estimation are de-

veloped. As an additional point, it is also noted that modification of 3SLS 

to use SUR in the first stage does not alter the asymptotic efficiency of 3SLS 

but may permit application of 3SLS in large systems where the number of pre-

determined variables exceeds the number of observations. 

2. CONSTRAINED ESTIMATION THEORY 

Consider estimation of an s vector of unknown parameters 80 using a sample 

of observations on an n-dimensional random variable Z generated by a density 

function belonging to the family of densities, 

(1) {f (z, 8); 8E lRs}. 

Suppose a prior>i information dictates constraints, 

(2) gi(8) = O, i 1, ... ' t 

and 

(3) i = 1, ... , s, 

where a is an r vector of unknown parameters and both gi and hi possess bounded 

partial derivatives of at least second order. Further define 
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where G and H have respective full ranks t and r in open neighborhoods of the 

3. 

true parameter values eo and ao. Also, assume that II h(a) - h(ao) II is bounded 

from below by a positive number in any closed set not containing a0 ; i.e., as-

sume identifiability of a 0• 

Under usual regularity conditions, Aitchison and Silvey [l] demonstrate 

that the constrained maximum-likelihood estilllator of e0 exists and is asymptoti

cally normal. In a problem in which only the constraints in (3) [not those in 

~ (2)] apply, Rothenberg further demonstrates that the lower bounds for the 

asymptotic covariance matrices of consistent estilllators for eo and ao are given 

by H (H'RH)-l H' and (H'RH)-1 , respectively, where R is the asymptotic inform<'.-

tion matrix of the unconstrained estilllator of e0 . Additionally considering the 

constraints in (2), however, one obtains 

LEMMA 1: The Cramer-Rao lower bound for the asymptotic covariance of a 

consistent estilllator for e in (1) subject to the constraints in (2) and (3) is 

given by H (H'RH)-l H' - H (H'RH)-l H'G' [GH (H'RH)-l H'G']-l GH (H'RH)-l H', 

while the corresponding lower bound for the asymptotic covariance of a consist

ent estimator for a is given by (H'RH)-l - (H'RH)-l H'G' [GH (H'RH)-l H'G']-l x 

GH (H'RH)-l. 

PROOF: Following Rothenberg [3], for example, the lower bounds for 

~ covariance matrices of consistent estimators of 8 and a are given by the 
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respective diagonal blocks in the northwest of the inverse of the asymptotic 

bordered information matrix. 1 The bordered information matrix is 

R 0 -I -G' 

0 0 H' 0 

-1 H 0 0 

-G 0 0 0 

which has inverse 

c - CG'BGC HA - CG'BGHA CR - I + CG I BD I -CG'B 1 
I 
I 

AH' - AH'G'BGC A - AH'G'BGHA AH'R + AH'G'BD' -AH'G'B I 
RC - I + DBGC RHA + DBGHA RCR - R - DBD' 

I 
DB 

I 
-BGC -BGHA BD' -B J 

-1 -1 where A is (H'RH) , Bis (GCG') , C is HAH', and Dis G' - RCG. 

3. APPLICATION IN SEMIRECURSIVE SYSTEMS 

To develop the main results of this paper, consider the standard 

simultaneous-equations model, 

(4) YS + xr = £, 

4. 

where, to consider the dynamic case explicitly, X = ~ !Y-il and r = ~O :rI"j 
i.e., Y8 + wr0 + Y_1 r1 = E. Suppose the standard assumptions hold: 

(i) 8 is nonsingular 

1 vJ 
(ii) plim --r- l'W • M exists as a finite positive definite matrix 
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and 

(iii) all roots A of the equation I ~B + r1 I = 0 lie inside the unit 

X'X circle and, therefore, plim -r- = 3 exists 

1 
(iv) plirn -r- W'£ = 0 

(v) £' rv N (O, I:) where £ is the tth row of £ 
t• t• 

(vi) the system is identified. 

As usual, let the reduced form be represented by Y = XTI + U where U = £B-l and 

Hence, U rv N (0, ~) where n = 
t· 

-1 EB and U 
t· 

is the tth row of U. 

the vectorized version of equation (5) be denoted by Y* = X* TI* + U* where 

X* = (I XX). 

Let 

A p1•iori information on the deterministic components of a simultaneous-

(, equations system may generally be available in three forms. The first is the 

' 

relationship between the structural and reduced-form parameters implied by 

expression (5). A second form involves nonstochastic restrictions on the 

structural parameters that permit identification of the structure. Incor-

porating these restrictions, the structural model in (4) is often written--

following, for example, Schmidt (5)--as Y* = Z* a + £* where Z* = 

diag ~Y1 l x1) ... (Yp : XP~; Yr denotes observations on included jointly 

dependent variables in the rth equation and X denotes observations on the 
r 

included predetermined variables in the 1•th equation. A third source of 

a prior1'. infonnation, which is often overlooked, is from nonstochastic con-

straints on the reduced-form parameters representable as 

r _,. 
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Of course, a priori information of the form in (6) generally results by apply-

ing the relationship in (5) to the structural constraints which lead to a 

definition of a and thus may not entail any additional information. Neverthe-

less, whether or not constraints in the form of (6) exist, either implicitly or 

explicitly, is crucial in establishing the properties of 3SLS and other estimators. 

THEOREM 1: In the absence of a pp·i::w1: information on the covariance matrix. 

both the 3SLS structural and reduced-form estimators are asymptotically efficient 

if and only if a priori information does not include, either implicitly or ex-

plicitly, nonstochastic constraints on reduced-form coefficients. 

PROOF (Sufficiency): Rothenberg [3] demonstrates that the Cramer-Rao lo\..-er 

bounds for the structural and reduced-form estimators are (Hi1 

H11 (Hi1 R11 H11)-l Hi1 , respectively, where R11 = n-1 X ::: and 

D* = ~-l )' ':}< I and W* = diagonal (Wl .•. WP), Wi = [n i, Ni]· 

Rll 

Hil 

The 

)-1 H11 and 

= D* W* with 

matrix 11 i 

is the matrix of reduced-form regression coefficients corresponding to the joi.nt l,· 

dependent variables whose coefficients in the ith equation are unknown, and N1 .is 

the matrix obtained by striking from an identity matrix the columns correspond-

ing to the predetermined variables excluded from the ith structural equation. 

These matrices are identical, respectively, to the asymptotic covariance m.:itrix 

for the 3SLS structural estimator derived in Zellner and Theil [7] and to the 

asymptotic covariance matrix for the 3SLS derived, reduced-form estimator re-

ported by Dhrymes [2]. Sufficiency is apparent upon noting that all of these 

results apply to the case where constraints of the form in (6) are not considered. 

(Necessity): Using the results relating to sufficiency and Lemma 1, the 

asymptotic lower bound for the structural and reduced-fonn estimators can be 
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' written as (Hi1 Ru H11)-1 - ~i1 Ru H11)-l Hi1 G~ [c* Hll (Hi1 Ru Hn)-l x 

Hii c~J-1 G* Hu (Hi1 Ru "11)-1 and Hu (Hi1 Rll H11)-1 Hi1 - Hu (Hi1 Ru Hll)-1 

Hil G~ [c* Hll (Hil Rll H11)-l Hil G~-1 G* Hll (Hil Rll H11)-l Hii• respectively, 

where G* = ag/an~ is a matrix of full row rank. The respective differences be-

tween these lower bounds and the asymptotic covariance matrices above related to 

the absence of (6) are positive, semidefinite matrices. Q.E.D. 

REMARK 1: Restrictions of the form G* TI* = 0 are connnon in the case of 

systems that are recursive or block recursive. For example, if the coefficient 

matrix of the jointly dependent variables is upper triangular and the coeffi-

cient matrix of predetermined variables has at least one zero in the first col-

umn, then the reduced-form coefficient matrix contains at least one zero. With 

specific covariance structures--e.g., diagonality or block diagonality--efficiency 

' can still be attained with connnon methods; but it is usually difficult to justifv 

such assumptions about the covariance structure. In such situations, 3SLS is 

not an asymptotically efficient estimation procedure. 

Since Zellner and Theil [7) have shown that 3SLS is relatively more effi-

cient than two-stage least squares (2SLS) in structural estimation, Schmidt 

[6, p. 164] has shown that 2SLS is relatively more efficient than indirect lea;-;t 

squares (ILS), and Dhrymes [2] has shown a similar result for derived 3SLS with 

respect to derived 2SLS and ordinary least squares (OLS) in reduced-form esti-

mation, Theorem 1 also implies: 

COROLLARY 1: When a pr-iori information leads to nonstochastic constraints 

on the reduced-form parameters, both the 2SLS structural and derived, reduced-

form estimators, as well as the ILS structural estimator and the OLS reduced-

' form estimator, are asymptotically inefficient. 
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4. EFFICIENCY IN DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF SIMULTANEOUS
EQUATIONS SYSTEMS 

From Theorem 1, one is able to deduce some further results on -the ef-

fi.ciency of various estimators of dynamic and cumulative multipliers of the 

model described by (4). 

THEOREM 2: In the absence of a priori information on the covariance 

matrix, dynamic and cumulative multipliers for the model given by (4) can be 

efficiently estimated using the 3SLS derived, reduced-form estimator if and 

8. 

only if a priori information does not include, either implicitly or explicitly, 

nonstochastic constraints on reduced-form coefficients. 

PROOF: Schmidt [6] has shown that the asymptotic covariance matrix for 

nth-order dynamic multipliers, based on consistent estimators of n0 and n1 , 

is given by (xn, nn} ~* (An' DI)' ~here ~* is the asymptotic covariance matrix 

of the reduc0d-form estimators, An= L~=~ (-rri)' X n0 n~-l-j and fin= (n~)' X 1. 

Correspondingly, the asymptotic covariance matrix for the nth-order cumulative 

multiplier matrix is given by Zn ~* z~ where Zn = L;=O (xn. nn) and Ao = 0 and 

n0 = I. Therefore, the multiplier estimators will be efficient if and only if 

the reduced-form estimator is efficient. Theorem 2 thus follows from Theorem l. 

REMARK 2: Although the results stated in Theorem 2 are directed at a 

first-order autoregressive system, it is clear that higher order autoregressive 

structures can be transformed by suitable definition of identities into a first-

order system. Hence, the results apply to higher order autoregressive systems 

as well. 

As in the case of Corollary 1, Theorem 2 immediately implies 

COROLLARY 2: Estimators of the dynamic and cumulative multipliers induced 

by OLS and 2SLS re<lucl:!d-form estimators are generally ind f fcient. 
"' ' 
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5. ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES 

So far, most of the results in the paper have shown that estimators based 

on certain standard econometric techniques may generate inefficient structural 

and reduced-form estimators. Little has been said about efficient estimation 

techniques. Using the results of Aitchison and Silvey [l], as well as those 

of Rothenberg [3], it is clear that constrained maximum-likelihood estimation 

of the structural parameters will yield asymptotically efficient estimators; 

and the derived, reduced forms based on these estimators will also be asymptoti-

cally efficient. At present, however, there is little available software capable 

of handling this constrained maximum-likelihood estimation procedure. Alterna-

' tively, SUR estimation of reduced-form parameters may hold some practical pos

sibilities. The SUR estimates that incorporate the information, G* TI* m a, 

into the estimation procedure can be written as 

"OLS A 

where TI* is the OLS estimator of the reduced-form parameters and n is an 

estimator of n obtained from the OLS estimated residuals. The asymptotic 

"c covariance matrix of TI* can be written as 

c 
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(n-1@=)-1 _ (n-1@=)-1 0~ 
= plim T ( [n-1 @ (x'x>]-1 -

x G* ~-l()(:·(X'X)-~;. 

[c* ( n-1 ~ = )-1 c~J-1 c* ( rr1 (~ := )-1 

( 

[rt1 ~ cx'x)]-1 c~ ~ c* [rr1 x (x'x)]-1 

The following theorem can be easily established. 

THEOREM 3: The SUR estimator of the reduced form is not inefficient 

relative to the 3SLS derived, reduced-form estimator when a prim•1: informa-

tion implies nonstochastic constraints on reduced-form parameters. 

PROOF: Note that, following Dhrymes [2], the asymptotic covariance ma-

10. 

GI > 
* 

trix of the 3SLS derived, reduced-form estimator can be 

where"'*= plim T{z~ [z:-l,~X{X'X)-1 xj Z*~-l and \{i 

written as D W ¢ W' n• * * * * ·;, 
-1 

p lim (X 'X) X ' (Y . , X . ~ . 
l 1 

The difference between the covariance matrices of the two estimators can thus be 

written as 

(" 

G~ ~ G* [n-1 g {X'x)]-1 
) -- 1 

• [ I -1 \( -1-1 Now pre- and postmultiply this difference by the matn.x, _z* (L ;o· X) D* J , 

and its transpose to obtain -B* [c* (n-l ~- 3_)-l GJ-l 13~ where 

I. -1 -11 ... · l'(I ~ *'~· 
B* = L6 @ (X'X) J G~. The result (!s obviously •negative semidefinite 1UPlliht 

and thus establishes the result. 
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REMARK 3: On the basis of Theorem 3, added convenience can he attained 

by using SUR in the first stage of 3SLS in some cases. For example, a de-

sirable reduced-form estimator is obtained as a by-product of structural 

estimation without having to explicitly derive the reduced form from struc-

tural estimates. Furthermore, in large econometric systems with recursive 

J.]. 

or semirecursive form, application of OLS without constraints in a first stage 

may not be possible (if the number of predetermined variables exceeds the 

number of observations); but the usual asymptotic properties of 3SLS can be 

attained by using the SUR estimator (which may exist in such cases) in the 

first stage. 

The following corollaries are also easily established using Theorem 3 

for the case where a prior1: information imposes exact constraints on reduced-

form parameters. 

COROLLARY 3: The SUR estimator of the reduced form is not inefficient 

relative to the derived 2SLS or OLS estimators. 

COROLLARY 4: Estimators of dynamic and cumulative multipliers based on 

the SUR estimator of the reduced form are not inefficient relative to those 

induced by derived 3SLS and 2SLS methods or OLS. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

On the basis of the work by Rothenberg and Leenders [4], it is often 

supposed that the 3SLS estimator is always asymptotically efficient in the 

standard simultaneous-equations model when a p.rior>i infonnntion does not imply 

certain specific covariance structures. The results of this paper, however, 

imply that one must be very careful to determine whether or not structural 
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constraints imply any nonstochastic constraints on reduced-form coefficients. 

The 3SLS estimator is generally asymptotically efficient only when such is not 

the case. If a priori information entails nonstochastic constraints on reduced

form coefficients, then one may be just as well off to use SUR direct estimates 

of the reduced form and the associated dynamic multipliers. 
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FOOTNOTES 

*Giannini Foundation Paper No. 

1An alternative proof is possible (for example, see Rothenberg [3, p. 23)) 

upon noting that 

)
-1 

Q = Q-1 - Q-1 V' (vQ-1 V' VQ-1 
2 1 1 1 1 

where Q2 and Q1 are asymptotic lower bounds corresponding to the constrained 

and unconstrained estimators, respectively, and V is the Jacobian of the 

constraint equati.ons, Vi (8) = 0, i = 1, ••. , R.. Note that Vi (8) = g1 (8) 

gi [h(a)] = 0 in the preceding notation. Therefore, V = G for the constrabed 

estimator of 8, while V • GH for the constrained estim~tor of a. 

13. 
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